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Partners



Engaging citizens in 
education and cultural 
heritage curation

• An innovative approach: 
Engaging citizens in education 
and cultural heritage curation

• Cultural Heritage Institutions are 
constantly looking for new ways 
to involve citizens in their 
activities.

Avicenna Expounding Pharmacy to his Pupils.
Welcome collection, CC-BY



Collaboration with the Cultural Heritage 
sector
• The project engages with stakeholders and professionals in the digital 

cultural heritage domain, establishing collaboration for knowledge 
sharing and co-curation between academics and stakeholders.

• We want to see how:
• Citizen engagement in the Cultural Heritage institutions can link directly into 

scientific publications
• Higher Education institutions can play a role in supporting Citizen research in 

Cultural Heritage



Creating engaging digital 
collections



https://www.europeana.eu/en/collections/topic/48-photography


https://www.europeana.eu/en/exhibitions/tricks-of-the-trade
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2018-2019 Europeana Migration
A new thematic collection, crowdsourced life stories, 
Collection Days & a traveling exhibition (Thousands 

Are Sailing) 
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https://www.europeana.eu/en/blog/share-your-migration-story-with-europeana-migration


Museo della grafica, 
Pisa
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Campus Carolus, 
Antwerp
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Ludwig Erhard Zentrum, Fürth
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https://www.europeana.eu/en/exhibitions/blue-skies-red-panic


Engaging communities



Davies, Robert. (2020). 
Crowdsourcing in cultural heritage 
(Final). Zenodo. 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.524
4792

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5244792


Zourou, Katerina, & Ziku, Mariana. (2022). Citizen 
Enhanced Open Science in Cultural Heritage - Review 
and analysis of practices in Higher Education. Zenodo. 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6875126

https://www.citizenheritage.eu/results/
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6875126


https://fifties.withculture.eu/
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https://www.photoconsortium.net/rephotography-coventry-photos-and-fun/


Visual similarity search: from 
algorithm to App
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https://www.edx.org/course/creating-a-digital-cultural-heritage-community
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2019 WeAre#EuropeForCulture
Engaging with heritage communities across Europe: 10 countries, 

10 co-creative workshops, 10 pop-up exhibitions mixing private 
heritage with Europeana content



Sofia
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Girona
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Europeana XX
New modes of participation



1 Connecting Europe Facility-project

5 Domain & Thematic Aggregators

17 Partners including knowledge institutions, techies, etc.

18 (+2) months of activity

60+ Editorials and lots of other exciting outcomes

EUROPEANA XX
Century of Change



In the scope of Europeana XX - a CEF project about game 
changers of the past century - quite the game changer 
has come to fruition: the gallery builder, publicly 
launched in early 2021.
● Allowing for co-creation, crowdsourcing and 

editorial (re)use
● Enabling collection holders, educators, researchers, 

creators and culture enthusiasts to engage and keep 
track of memorable Europeana momentums

● Facilitating Europeana in exploring its audience’s 
interests and needs

THE EUROPEANA GALLERY BUILDER





= entity collection  + editorials + entry points to subsetsDiscover the 20th century

www.europeana.eu/en/highlights-from-the-20th-century

http://www.europeana.eu/en/highlights-from-the-20th-century


PODCASTS 



VLOGS



VLOGS (II)



AMSTERDAM
NISV

ROME
LUCE

FRANKFURT
DFF

WARSAW
FINASUBTITLE-A-THONS



→ Sprint-like events that invite the public to 
create and add subtitles to archival audiovisual 
clips from European heritage collections. 

→ it’s part of a raising awareness campaign
about the value of multilingual access to AV 
archival footage

→ Universal Media Player: an interoperable, 
unified playout service or time-based media

SUBTITLE-A-THONS



→ A learning experience aimed to verify how to best 
integrate multilingual AV digital collections into 
educational and fun settings and to engage with 
communities of heritage and language enthusiasts.

→ A great activity for CH professionals and language 
teachers working in formal or non-formal education, 
to engage students with audiovisual heritage.

AS AN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE

SUBTITLE-A-THONS

https://pro.europeana.eu/post/engaging-students-with-
audiovisual-heritage-through-subtitle-a-thons
→ Find it on Europeana Classroom

https://pro.europeana.eu/post/engaging-students-with-audiovisual-heritage-through-subtitle-a-thons


MuPop Exhibition

Pop-Up Exhibition Olympia aan Zee: 125 jaar 

Olympische Spelen

→ With the help of interactive screens and your

smartphone, you can operate the exhibition yourself

and discover the 125 years of Olympics through

extraordinary stories of sports.

Format: Onsite with several MuPop screens in public 

space in the Hague / The Olympic Stadium in 

Amsterdam



MuPop & QANDR

Pop-Up Exhibition Women on the Move

Curated by KU Leuven students with the use of 

MuPop 



QANDR

Online session with the exhibition 

participants. Use of QANDR to interact 

with the audience 
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2020-2022 WEAVE
Engaging with heritage communities across Europe: 10 countries, 

10 co-creative workshops, 10 pop-up exhibitions mixing private 
heritage with Europeana content

https://weave-culture.eu/


Focus on technological innovation and 
participation
• The project aims to test how the latest technological innovations to 

manage digital cultural heritage can support and enhance Citizen 
Science participation, both from a pedagogical and heritage 
perspective.

• For this, we use the CrowdHeritage platform on which we already 
have accrued a lot of experience.

• We investigate what needs to be added to move from crowdsourcing 
to active citizen science engagement



https://crowdheritage.eu/en/hungarian-history




https://www.photoconsortium.net/educationalportal/2022/08/05/students-help-improving-metadata-of-cultural-collections-in-europeana/


From crowdsourcing to Citizen science

• Take user contributions seriously
• Make these contributions traceable
• Give due credits
• Respect privacy and authorship
• Provide an ethics and deontology framework
• Manage discord, conflict and divergent opinion



FAIR principles

• Findable
• Accessible
• Interoperable
• Reusable

Image: Garden of John Penn, St James's Park: 
A charity fair for Charing Cross Hospital. 
Coloured lithograph by G. Scharf, 1830.
Welcome collection, CC-BY



Many thanks for your attention!

Citizen Heritage
Citizen Science Practices in Cultural Heritage: 

towards a Sustainable Model in Higher Education

www.citizenheritage.eu

Contact us: info@photoconsortium.net

http://www.citizenheritage.eu/
mailto:info@photoconsortium.net
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